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Copyright in this document is exclusively owned by Tencent Cloud. You must not reproduce, modify, copy or distribute

in any way, in whole or in part, the contents of this document without Tencent Cloud's the prior written consent.

Trademark Notice

All trademarks associated with Tencent Cloud and its services are owned by Tencent Cloud Computing (Beijing)

Company Limited and its affiliated companies. Trademarks of third parties referred to in this document are owned by

their respective proprietors.

Service Statement

This document is intended to provide users with general information about Tencent Cloud's products and services

only and does not form part of Tencent Cloud's terms and conditions. Tencent Cloud's products or services are

subject to change. Specific products and services and the standards applicable to them are exclusively provided for in

Tencent Cloud's applicable terms and conditions.
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Starting from December 7, 2020, 21:30 (UTC +8), only bill-by-hourly-traffic is available for new CDN users. The

billing mode cannot be changed after service activation.

The pricing tier of bill-by-hourly traffic is the same as it of the bill-by-daily traffic. See Billing Overview.

Note:

For details on billing of ECDN domain names, see Billing Overview.

Billing Overview

Area Division

Regions inside the Chinese mainland and outside the Chinese mainland have different billing plans.

In the Chinese mainland, fees are the same for all regions.

Regions outside the Chinese mainland are divided into eight billing areas according to the location of Tencent

Cloud CDN node servers, namely, Asia Pacific Region 1, Asia Pacific Region 2, Asia Pacific Region 3, Middle East,

Europe, North America, South America, and Africa, as shown below:

Areas Covered Countries and Regions

Asia Pacific 1 Hong Kong (China), Macao (China), Vietnam, Singapore, Thailand

Asia Pacific 2 Taiwan (China), Japan, South Korea, Malaysia, Indonesia

Asia Pacific 3 Philippines, India, Australia, other Asia-Pacific countries and regions

Middle East Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Turkey

Europe United Kingdom, Russia, Germany, Italy, Ireland, France, Netherlands, Spain

North America United States, Canada

Purchase Guide

CDN Purchase Guide

Billing Overview
Last updated�2022-07-15 11:49:32

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/228/2949
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/570/37505
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Areas Covered Countries and Regions

South America Brazil

Africa South Africa

Note:

CDN service fees for the Chinese mainland and regions outside the Chinese mainland are charged separately

based on corresponding unit prices and usages.

Billing Mode

Billing Mode Description Billing Settlement
Billing

Rules
Reference

Bill-by-

bandwidth

Fees are charged based on daily

peak bandwidth. Bandwidth

values are collected once every

five minutes to generate a total of

288 bandwidth statistical points

per day, among which the highest

is the daily peak bandwidth.

It is pay-as-you-go on

the daily basis. Fees

incurred between

00:00:00 and 23:59:59

on a day will be billed

before 18:00 on the

following day.

Tier
Billing

Overview

Bill-by-daily

traffic

Fees are charged based on the

actual daily traffic generated by

your CDN nodes.

It is pay-as-you-go on

the daily basis. Fees

incurred between

00:00:00 and 23:59:59

on a day will be billed

before 18:00 on the

following day.

Monthly

cumulative

tier

Billing

Overview

Bill-by-

hourly traffic

(default)

Fees are charged based on the

actual hourly traffic generated by

your CDN nodes.

It is pay-as-you-go on

the hourly basis. Fees

incurred in one hour will

be billed in the following

2 to 4 hours.

Monthly

cumulative

tier

Billing

Overview

VIP customer billing plan

If the actual or estimated consumption of your CDN service is more than USD 20,000, please contact Tencent Cloud

sales for a more flexible and cost-saving monthly billing plan.

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/228/2949
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/228/2949
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/228/2949
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Billing Mode Description Use Case Reference

Average

daily peak

bandwidth

A total of 288 CDN bandwidth statistical points are

collected each day, among which the highest is the

daily peak bandwidth. Then the daily peak

bandwidth points of all valid days in a month are

calculated to get the average peak bandwidth, i.e.,

the billable bandwidth value. Finally, the result

value is used for billing based on the price in your

service contract.

If the actual or estimated

consumption of your

CDN service is more

than USD 20,000,

please contact Tencent

Cloud sales.

Billing

Overview

Monthly

95th

percentile

A total of 288 CDN bandwidth statistical points are

collected each day, then the statistical points of all

valid days in a month (starting from the 1st day)

are sorted in descending order. Next, the top 5%

points are discarded. Finally, the remaining

statistical point with the greatest value is used as

the bandwidth for billing based on the price in your

service contract.

If the actual or estimated

consumption of your

CDN service is more

than USD 20,000,

please contact Tencent

Cloud sales.

Billing

Overview

Monthly

traffic

The traffic generated in a month is accumulated for

billing based on the price in your service contract.

If the actual or estimated

consumption of your

CDN service is more

than USD 20,000,

please contact Tencent

Cloud sales.

/

Note:

Each CDN node collects traffic data in real time and reports it to the billing center which aggregates the data

entries into total traffic data. For bill-by-bandwidth, the bandwidth values are collected in 5-minute

granularity, i.e., bandwidth value = 5-minute total traffic / 300 s. For example, if the total traffic generated in 5

minutes is 30 MB, the corresponding bandwidth will be (30 * 8) / 300 = 0.8 Mbps (1 MB = 8 Mbps).

Base conversion: 1 GB = 1,000 MB; 1 MB = 1,000 KB; 1 Gbps = 1,000 Mbps; 1 Mbps = 1,000 Kbps.

Billing Details

Bill-by-peak bandwidth

CDN bandwidth adopts the tiered pricing as follows:

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/228/2949
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/228/2949
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Bandwidth Tier

(USD/Mbps/day)

Chinese

mainland

(CN)

North

America

(NA)

Europe

(EU)

Asia

Pacific

Region

1

(AP1)

Asia

Pacific

Region

2

(AP2)

Asia

Pacific

Region

3

(AP3)

Middle

East

(ME)

Africa

(AA)

0 Mbps - 500

Mbps
0.0815 0.2069 0.2069 0.3647 0.3928 0.5140 0.7391 0.5612

500 Mbps - 5

Gbps
0.0800 0.1964 0.1964 0.3216 0.3402 0.4679 0.6754 0.5137

5 Gbps - 50

Gbps
0.0754 0.1491 0.1491 0.2703 0.2859 0.3828 0.6075 0.4702

≥ 50 Gbps 0.0738 0.1055 0.1055 0.2436 0.2545 0.3267 0.5301 0.4281

Note:

If your CDN peak bandwidth is equal to or more than 50 Gbps, please contact us for discount information.

Calculation method

Assuming that the peak bandwidth of CDN in the Chinese mainland is X and there is no consumption outside the

Chinese mainland, the calculation method for tiered pricing is as follows:

1. If X < 500 Mbps, the bill amount will be X * 0.0815.

2. If 500 Mbps ≤ X < 5,000 Mbps, the bill amount will be X * 0.0800.

3. If 5,000 Mbps ≤ X < 50,000 Mbps, the bill amount will be X * 0.0754.

4. If X ≥ 50,000 Mbps, please contact us for off-line contracting. We have more discount options for you.

You can use the Price Calculator for a price estimation.

Bill-by-traffic (hourly and daily)

CDN traffic pricing is based on a monthly cumulative tier as follows:

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/contact-sales
https://buy.intl.cloud.tencent.com/calculator/cdn
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Traffic

Tier

(USD/GB)

the

Chinese

mainland

(CN)

North

America

(NA)

Europe

(EU)

Asia

Pacific

Region

1

(AP1)

Asia

Pacific

Region

2

(AP2)

Asia

Pacific

Region

3

(AP3)

Middle

East

(ME)

Africa

(AA)

South

Amer

(SA)

0 TB - 2

TB
0.0323 0.0452 0.0452 0.0665 0.0798 0.0897 0.1080 0.1039 0.103

2 TB - 10

TB
0.0308 0.0378 0.0378 0.0592 0.0737 0.0780 0.1000 0.0970 0.097

10 TB -

50 TB
0.0277 0.0319 0.0319 0.0533 0.0677 0.0723 0.0940 0.0907 0.090

50 TB -

100 TB
0.0231 0.0261 0.0261 0.0475 0.0590 0.0654 0.0863 0.0842 0.084

≥ 100 TB 0.0169 0.0200 0.0200 0.0446 0.0503 0.0577 0.0794 0.0781 0.078

Note:

If your CDN traffic is equal to or more than 100 TB, please contact us for discount information.

Calculation method

Unlike bill-by-bandwidth, bill-by-traffic is based on a monthly cumulative tier. Here is an example describing how the

bill-by-daily traffic mode works:

As shown in the figure below, assume that the traffic generated in the Chinese mainland on January 1 is 3 TB, and

there is no consumption outside the Chinese mainland. The gray zone represents the actual billing tier and the

green zone shows the traffic generated on January 1. As 2 TB lays in the 0 TB - 2 TB billing tier and the remaining 1

TB lays in the 2 TB - 10 TB tier, the actual fees for January 1 will be 2 * 1000 * 0.0323 + 1 * 1000 * 0.0308.

As shown in the figure below, assume that the traffic generated in the Chinese mainland on January 2 is also 3 TB,

and there is no consumption outside the Chinese mainland. As bill-by-traffic is based on monthly cumulative traffic,

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/contact-sales
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all the 3 TB lays in the 2 TB - 10 TB tier, so the actual fees for January 2 will be 3 * 1000 * 0.0308.

As shown in the figure below, assume that the traffic generated in the Chinese mainland on January 3 is 7 TB and

there is no consumption outside the Chinese mainland. Of this 7 TB, 4 TB lays in the 2 TB - 10 TB tier and the

remaining 3 TB lays in the 10 TB - 50 TB tier, so the actual fees for January 3 will be 4 * 1000 * 0.0308 + 3 * 1000 *

0.0277.

In this way, you can calculate the fee for each day in a month. When it is February 1, the consumption will be

accumulated from 0 for tier calculation. You can use the Price Calculator for a price estimation.

Bill-by-average daily peak bandwidth

1. Assume that a CDN billing officially starts on January 1 and the contracted price is P USD/Mbps/month.

2. A valid day refers to a day when more than 0 Kbps of bandwidth is consumed.

3. Assuming there are 14 valid days in January, we take the maximum value of the 288 statistical points for each of

those 14 days as Max_1, Max_2, Max_3…and Max_14, respectively. The billable bandwidth will be Average

(Max_1, Max_2, Max_3…and Max_14), so the January fee is: Average (Max_1, Max_2, Max_3…and Max_14) * P *

14 / 31.

Bill-by-monthly 95th percentile bandwidth

1. Assume that a CDN billing officially starts on January 1 and the contracted price is P USD/Mbps/month.

2. A valid day refers to a day when more than 0 Kbps of bandwidth is consumed.

3. Assuming there are 14 valid days in January, then 14 * 288 statistical points will be collected and sorted in

descending order. The highest 5% statistical points are discarded, so that Max95 is the highest point in the

remaining statistical points, which is the billable bandwidth. The fee for January is: Max95 * P * 14 / 31.

https://buy.intl.cloud.tencent.com/calculator/cdn
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Choosing a Billing Mode

Note:

If you noticed that the selected billing mode is not suitable for your business needs during use, you can change

it. For more information, please see Changing Billing Mode.

Options:

CDN provides two billing modes: bill-by-traffic and bill-by-bandwidth. You can choose the billing mode as needed.

Calculation example:

Assuming that the traffic consumed between 00:00 and 23:59 yesterday was 200 GB, and there was no consumption

in the regions outside the Chinese mainland. The peak bandwidth was 40 Mbps as the curve below:

If you select bill-by-traffic mode, you will need to pay: 200 * 0.037 = 7.4 USD

If you select bill-by-bandwidth mode, you will need to pay: 40 * 0.094 = 3.76 USD

In this specific example, bill-by-bandwidth is a more cost-effective billing model.

Value-added Services

QUIC support is a value-added service, which is billed based on the number of QUIC requests.

QUIC request billing

For details on QUIC request billing, see QUIC.

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/228/32326
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/zh/document/product/228/39746
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Note:

You are only charged when there’re QUIC requests.

Billable item Unit Price (USD/10k Requests) Billing Method Settlement Cycle

QUIC request 0.007 Pay-as-you-go Hourly settlement

Overdue

Tencent Cloud will notify you through multiple channels including email and SMS for overdue payments. A 24-hour

grace period is provided. If you fail to top up your account within 24 hours, your CDN service will be suspended. After

your account is topped up, the domain name status will be automatically restored to the one before service suspension

(this process takes some time).

Note:

When your acceleration service is suspended due to overdue payment, all your domain names will be disabled

and all access requests will be forwarded to the origin server. You can query information but cannot modify

configurations in the CDN console. Your CDN-related domain names and configurations will be retained for 12

months.
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Starting from December 7, 2020, 21:30 (UTC +8), only bill-by-hourly-traffic is available for new CDN users. The

CDN billing mode cannot be changed after service activation. Additionally, changing the ECDN billing mode is not

allowed.

If you have activated CDN before that time, you can change the billing mode as instructed in Billing Overview.

Note�

If you are a Tencent Cloud VIP customer with a monthly billing plan, you can contact your Tencent Cloud sales

rep to change your billing mode.

Notes:

The billing mode used to calculate the generated consumption on the current day will be also used for settlement on

the following day.

If you switch from bill-by-bandwidth to bill-by-traffic when consumption has yet to occur, you will be charged with

bill-by-traffic on the following day unless you switch the billing mode again.

If consumption has already occurred when you switch, you will be charged with bill-by-bandwidth on the following

day. You will be charged with bill-by-traffic on the third day when calculating the consumption on the second day,

unless you switch the billing mode again.

How to Change Billing Mode

1. Log in to the CDN Console and click Overview on the left sidebar to find the Billing Mode section and click

Change.

Changing Billing Mode
Last updated�2021-08-11 10:36:08

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/228/2949
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/cdn
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2. Change the billing mode from Bill by Traffic to Bill by Bandwidth and click Confirm.

3. Your traffic packs can only be used when the billing mode is bill-by-traffic.

4. You can repeat the previous steps to cancel the switch.
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Billing Guide

To view the bills and payment details of Tencent Cloud CDN, you can go to the Tencent Cloud Billing Center.

Viewing Bills

1. On the left sidebar, click Bills -> Bill Details to enter the bill details page.

2. Open the Bill by Instance tab and select Content Delivery Network from the All products drop-down list to

view bills of the CDN service for the Chinese mainland and regions outside the Chinese mainland.

Querying Bills
Last updated�2021-03-03 17:31:12

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/expense/bill/overview
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This guide helps you prevent extra costs from extensive bandwidth and traffic caused by attacks and hotlinking. Note

that such costs cannot be waived or refunded.

Access Control

Enable access control (free of charge) for your domain names in the console.

Item Description

Hotlink protection Configure a policy based on the referer field in the HTTP request header

IP blocklist/allowlist Set up a policy based on requester IPs

IP access limit
Apply upper limits on the number of access requests/second/node from a client IP,

which can help defend against high-frequency CC attacks and hotlinking.

Authentication

configuration

Require the client to calculate the signature as configured and add it to the request.

The CDN node allows the request only when the signature is authenticated.

UA blocklist/allowlist
Check the  User-Agent  of the HTTP request header and allow/reject requests

according to the configured blocklist/allowlist.

Downstream speed

limit

Control the CDN downstream bandwidth by setting the maximum throughput speed of

a URL on the server.

Traffic Management

Set up policies for traffic and bandwidth control, monitor the traffic and bandwidth and get alerts in time.

Item Description

Usage

limit

You can set a traffic/bandwidth usage limit for your domain name. When the traffic/bandwidth

generated within a 5-minute period exceeds the limit, the CDN service will be suspended, returning

404 to all incoming requests.

Cloud

Monitor

Cloud Monitor helps monitor your CDN domain names and traffic usage. It also supports alerting

via SMS, email and WeChat if the usage threshold is reached, allowing you to spot potential risks

in a timely manner.

Preventing High Bills
Last updated�2022-12-08 10:38:13

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/228/6292
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/228/6298
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/228/6420
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/228/35237
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/228/37256
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/228/37257
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/228/7541
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/monitor/overview
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Item Description

Traffic

packs

If you choose traffic-based billing, set the alert policies in Traffic Pack Management. You will be

notified when the remaining traffic quota goes below the threshold.

Security Protection

You can also activate SCDN to further enhance the security of your service. It helps defeat cyber attacks in all round

by using DDoS cleansing, CC adaptive identification, intelligent WAF protection and bot analysis.

For domain names connected to Tencent Cloud CDN, you can enable SCDN easily to keep your business away from

web, DDoS and CC attacks.

Feature Description

Distributed

cleansing

Backed by cache nodes around the world and the high-performance cleansing module, this

feature defends against various traffic attacks such as SYN, TCP and ICMP floods by

accurately cleansing them using an advanced feature recognition algorithm.

CC attack

identification

Adopts patented intelligent CC attack identification and blocking technologies. Combining the

default blocking policies and custom rules, users can filter out malicious access requests by

configuring the frequency and traffic limit.

Intelligent WAF

protection

Identify malicous access requests from bad ones and protecting your real server against web

attacks including SQL injection, XSS attacks and local file inclusion in real time. With the self-

developed AI engine incorporating Tencent's billion-level threat intelligence, a more accurate

and effective identification and blocking of web threats can be implemented.

Bot analysis

Analyzes all acceleration requests, identifying good bots from bad ones. Custom policies are

supported. It provides a bot library covering various known bots from ads, screenshot tools,

search engines, site monitoring and link querying.

Advanced

access control

Set up access control policies by more fields, such as client IP, URI, Referer, User-Agent and

Params. Rules can also be tailored to different scenarios by setting a combination of

conditions (equal to, include or exclude).

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/cdn/package
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Overview

You can store all your static resources such as static scripts, audio/video files, images, and attachments in standard

storage in COS, which features unlimited capacity and high-frequency reads/writes to provide scalable and reliable

storage for static resources and reduce pressure on resource servers. In addition, static resources in COS can be

connected to CDN for fast global delivery to clients.

Billing

When COS serves as an origin server of CDN, billing consists of two parts: CDN billing (for acceleration) and COS

billing (for origin-pulling).

CDN Billing

When CDN obtains resources from a nearby CDN node and delivers them to clients, the traffic consumed will be

charged by CDN billing. For more information, please see CDN Billing.

COS Billing

When CDN pulls resources from a COS origin server, the traffic consumed will be charged by COS billing. For more

information, please see COS Billing.

CDN and COS Billing
Last updated�2022-04-11 14:35:02

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/228/2949
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/436/16871
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Can CDN be billed by the number of requests?

No. Currently, CDN does not support billing by the number of requests.

What will happen if my account is overdue?

For more information, please see the Overdue section in the billing description document.

If the origin server uses COS, will I be charged for traffic generated by origin-pull from CDN

to COS?

No. The traffic generated by origin-pull from CDN to COS is billed by COS instead of CDN. For more information,

please see COS as Origin Server of CDN.

When CDN is disabled (or deactivated), will it generate traffic and incur fees?

After the CDN domain name acceleration service is disabled, if the domain name is still configured with CNAME, a

404 status code will be returned for requests resolved to the node and a small amount of traffic will be consumed. The

console will record this traffic data for your reference. Corresponding logs will also be generated. However, since your

domain name acceleration service has been disabled, you will not be billed for this traffic consumption and log

packets. We recommend you modify the origin-pull resolution first before disabling the acceleration service.

How do I change the billing mode of CDN?

If you find the selected billing mode unsuitable for your actual business conditions (for more information on how to

select the right billing mode for you, please see Billing Overview), you can change it by following the steps below:

1. Log in to the CDN Console, access the service overview page, and click Change in the billing mode section on the

right.

Billing FAQs
Last updated�2022-12-07 16:19:28

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/228/2949#.E6.AC.A0.E8.B4.B9.E8.AF.B4.E6.98.8E
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/228/32977
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/228/2949#.E8.AE.A1.E8.B4.B9.E6.96.B9.E5.BC.8F.E9.80.89.E6.8B.A9
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/cdn
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2. Change the original billing mode from Bill by Traffic to Bill by Bandwidth.

3. After you change the billing mode to Bill by Bandwidth, the charge for total consumption generated on the current

date will be billed and deducted on the next day.

If the origin server uses CVM, will I be charged for traffic generated by origin-pull from CDN

to CVM?

No. CDN does not charge for this type of traffic.

What is the conversion rate from Gbps to Mbps in CDN billing?

In CDN billing, 1 Gbps = 1000 Mbps, 1 Mbps = 1000 Kbps, and 1 Kbps = 1000 bps.

Is only downstream traffic billable in CDN?

Yes. CDN only charges for downstream, not upstream traffic.

How is CDN billed?

CDN offers two billing methods: bill-by-bandwidth and bill-by-traffic (default). Both methods are pay-as-you-go on a

daily billing cycle. Payment for total consumption generated between 00:00:00–23:59:59 on the current date will be

deducted before 18:00 next day. For more information on how to choose an appropriate billing method, please see

Billing Overview.

When are CDN fees deducted?

CDN is billed on a postpaid basis. The charge for total consumption generated on the current day is billed and

deducted on the next day.

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/228/2949
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If you switch from bill-by-bandwidth to bill-by-traffic and consumption has yet to occur for the day, you will be

charged with the bill-by-traffic mode on the following day unless you switch the billing mode again.

If consumption has already occurred, you will be charged with bill-by-bandwidth on the following day. You will be

charged with bill-by-traffic on the third day when calculating the consumption on the second day, unless you switch

the billing mode again.

If your monthly CDN service fees exceed or are expected to exceed USD 20,000, you may be eligible for a more

flexible and cost-effective monthly billing plan. For more information, please submit a ticket to contact sales.

What is monthly 95th percentile billing?

Bill-by-Bandwidth is a billing method based on peak bandwidth use.

Monthly 95th Percentile: there are 288 CDN bandwidth statistical points per day. Starting from the 1st day of the

current month, all statistical points of valid days (when bandwidth is actually consumed) are sorted in order. The top

5% statistical points are removed, and the remaining highest value is the billable bandwidth. The fee is then calculated

based on the listing price and settlement mode.

Billing sample:

Suppose a customer's billing officially started on January 1 and the contracted price is P USD/Mbps/month.

Suppose there are 14 valid days in January, and the billable bandwidth for all 14 valid days has 14 * 288

statistical points. The highest 5% statistical points are removed so that Max95 is the highest point in the

remaining statistical points, which is the billable bandwidth. The fee for January is: Max95 * P * 14 / 31.

How can I check my CDN bills?

You can check your bills in the Tencent Cloud Billing Center. For more information, please see Bill Query.

I got a high bill because my service connected to CDN has been attacked. Can the charges

for traffic/bandwidth generated during the attack be waived?

Charges incurred by attacks CANNOT be waived. To avoid paying high bills, please do the following:

Set up usage alerts in the Cloud Monitor console to get notified about abnormal traffic/bandwidth in time.

Configure access control policies to block suspicious requests, and set usage cap for traffic/bandwidth in the CDN

console.

Purchase Tencent Cloud security products, such as EdgeOne, to protect your service.

Note�

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/expense/bill/overview
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/228/6071
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/monitor/alarm2/policy
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/228/7541
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/228/7541
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/cdn/domains
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For more information, see Preventing High Bills.

Is there a delay in using APIs to query data? How long is it?

There is a certain delay in using APIs to query data. Queries of real-time data such as access data and billing data

have a delay of around 5–10 minutes, while queries of analytical data such as rankings will have delays of

approximately half an hour. The data is calibrated on the backend at around 3 am Beijing Time.

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/228/42355
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Billing Mode

ECDN is billed based on the number of requests and excessive traffic, i.e., the total fees include fees incurred by

requests and fees incurred by traffic in excess of the free tier.

Billing by Request

ECDN's billing by request is based on a monthly cumulative tier at the following tiered prices:

Billing Mode Monthly Tier Unit Price (USD/10,000 Requests)

Billing by request

0–50 million (inclusive) 0.029

50 million–100 million (inclusive) 0.026

100 million–500 million (inclusive) 0.024

500 million–1 billion (inclusive) 0.023

> Above 1 billion 0.021

For specific fee calculation methods, please see Billing Overview.

Billing by Excessive Traffic

When you use ECDN, the platform will offer you a certain free tier based on your number of actual requests, so you

only need to pay for the traffic exceeding the free tier.

Billing Mode
Free Traffic Tier (GB/10,000

Requests)

Unit Price of Excessive Traffic

(USD/GB)

Billing by excessive traffic 0.25 0.143

ECDN Purchase Guide

Pricing Overview
Last updated�2023-04-18 12:02:57

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/570/10979
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For specific fee calculation methods, please see Billing Overview.

Note�

1GB = 1000MB�1 MB= 1000 KB; 1Gbps = 1000Mbps�1Mbps = 1000Kbps

VIP Customer Billing

If your Tencent Cloud service fees are greater than or expected to be greater than 100,000 CNY per month, you can

contact us for business negotiation to get more favorable discounted prices and more flexible billing modes.

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/570/10979
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If you want to use it, please consult your sales representative.

Billing Overview
Last updated�2023-04-18 12:02:57

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/contact-sales
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To prevent a high bill incurred by traffic surges, Tencent Cloud ECDN, originally billed by the number of requests and

excessive traffic on a daily basis, switched to an hourly billing cycle at 00:00:00 on March 16, 2022 (UTC+8). This

change will not incur any additional costs to your bill, which will be calculated per hour instead. If you activate ECDN

service after that date, the new billing cycle is adopted, while if it’s activated before the date you are billed daily and

will be notified when it’s appropriate to make a switch.

This switching will not affect the unit prices of the number of requests and excessive traffic. Assuming that you are

billed daily, the unit price of the monthly tier 0-50 million is 0.029 USD/10K requests, and the unit price of excessive

traffic is 0.143 USD/GB; after the switching, both the unit prices will not change.

For users still taking a daily billing cycle, you will be notified to make a switch via the Message Center, inbox, SMS

(especially messages from your sales rep and architect). If you have any questions, please contact us or submit a

ticket, and we will get back to you ASAP.

This billing cycle change only applies to ECDN domain names.

Under the new billing cycle, your bill will be calculated per hour. You can check it at the Billing Center in the Tencent

Cloud console or export it to view details.

New Billing Cycle
Last updated�2023-04-18 12:02:57

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/contact-sales
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/workorder/category
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/expense
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Arrears Status

ECDN is billed on a pay-as-you-go basis. The system will generate a bill and deduct the fees based on your actual

usage in the last billing cycle. If your account balance is insufficient, your account will become negative and fall into

arrears.

Note:

If your account falls into arrears when you purchase or use another Tencent Cloud service, your use of ECDN will be

affected.

Arrears Alarming

If your account balance becomes negative, your account will fall into arrears, and the system will push an arrears

notification, which will be triggered only once when your account balance turns negative.

Grace Period

To avoid affecting your business, the system grants your account in arrears a grace period for arrears handling, during

which it will push arrears notifications to remind you to top up promptly.

During the grace period, the current ECDN service of your account will not be affected and can still be used.

During the grace period, you can change the current ECDN acceleration service configuration of your account.

If you are billed monthly, the grace period will be 24 hours by default.

If you are billed hourly, the grace period will be 2 hours by default.

Service Suspension Period

If your fail to top up your account within the grace period, it will enter the service suspension period, and the system

will push a service suspension notification. At this point, be sure to top up as soon as possible.

During the service suspension period, restrictions will be put on your use of service, including but not limited to:

Your account will be locked, and you cannot add or change the ECDN acceleration service.

Notes on Arrears
Last updated�2023-04-18 12:02:57
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All your ECDN services will be automatically disabled. After that, acceleration domain names will be directly

resolved to the origin server and no longer enjoy acceleration services.

Account Top-up

When your account is in arrears, you can enable ECDN again in the console after topping up.  

For acceleration domain names that are forcibly deactivated due to arrears, you need to activate them again in the

console before you can use ECDN again.
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How is ECDN billed?

ECDN is billed as follows:

Payment mode

1. If you activate ECDN service after 00:00:00 on March 16, 2022 (UTC+8), you will be charged on an hourly basis,

and fees incurred in one hour will be billed in the following 2 to 4 hours.

2. If you activate ECDN service before that date, the charge for total consumption generated between 00:00:00 and

23:59:59 on the current day will be billed on the next day.

The billable items include the number of billable requests and the traffic exceeding the free tier.

For pricing details, see Billing Overview.

How is ECDN traffic exceeding the free tier billed?

The fees of excessive traffic are calculated as follows:

The fees of excessive traffic are mainly subject to the number of billable requests and actual traffic usage. If the

actual traffic usage does not exceed the free tier, you do not need to pay for traffic.

The free tier of traffic is calculated based on the number of billable requests in an actual billing cycle and applies

only to the current billing cycle as it is non-cumulative.

What will happen to my ECDN service if my account falls into arrears?

Being in arrears will affect your acceleration service. For more information, please see Notes on Arrears.

Will fees be incurred after the domain name service is disabled (the domain name is

deactivated)?

After the domain name service is disabled, if the domain name is still configured with CNAME resolution or the user's

local DNS cache has not expired, the cache nodes can still receive user access requests, for which the platform will

return a 404 status code and bill them as follows:

Billing FAQs
Last updated�2023-04-18 12:02:57

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/570/37505
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/570/15567
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1. For all requests and traffic generated on the day when the domain name service is disabled, the corresponding

service fees will be incurred according to the standard billing mode.

2. After the day when the domain name service is disabled, neither requests nor traffic generated by the deactivated

domain name will incur fees.

What are the differences in the billing mode between VIP and regular Tencent Cloud

customers?

VIP customers are billed monthly by default, while regular customers who activate ECDN service after 00:00:00

on March 16, 2022 (UTC+8) are billed hourly, and those who activate the service before that date are billed

daily.

VIP customers are billed based on volume pricing, while regular customers are billed based on tiered

pricing.


